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Abstract 

Flash memory devices provide high storage volume with low power consumption and faster 

read-write operations when compared to HDD. This makes FLASH memory devices to be 

considered as an efficient storage unit thus bringing huge demand for the usage of FLASH 

memory devices. One of the major problems faced by forensic investigators is extracting deleted 

data from flash memory devices, as some of the flash memory devices prevent extraction of 

deleted data using the standard forensic techniques. This paper focuses on exploring forensic 

opportunities for various flash-based memory devices. This is done by a thorough study of 

physics of flash memory, the development of flash transition layers, and the file systems that 

support these devices. It then conducts forensic experiments on various types of flash-based 

storage media and summarizes the results of each media. This paper also tries to explore various 

practices to be applied on flash storage media thus enabling them to retrieve deleted information 

with the use of standard forensic techniques. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Introduction 

There has been a tremendous growth in the usage of portable devices which has led to 

rapid increase in consumer electronics. These portable devices make use of non-volatile storage 

medium that can save data electrically using semiconductor chips. The data on these chips can be 

electrically erased and can be programmed several times after it is written and deleted. The 

semiconductor chip (or transistor) can be integrated at a large scale on a very tiny chip. This 

allows for huge digital storage capacity on a tiny chip that is physically no bigger than the size of 

a human nail. These memory chips are known as flash memory and they bring a huge impact in 

the way the data is stored and retrieved. Compared to the traditional optical storage medium the 

flash memory devices operate at low power and offer high resistance to shock. Since these 

devices come in small physical sizes and huge storage space with the capability of rugged usage, 

it finds its applications in the military to the large-scale consumer usage.  

The portable devices like phone, camera, PDA’s, etc. has also been used in a criminal 

activity. Criminal activity has also equally grown with the improvements in the flash devices. 

Mostly these device uses the memory cards or any flash-based memory device which allow them 

to store data easily with improved portability and efficiency. For a forensic expert, extracting 

data from these devices is problematic nowadays. Current forensic methods and analysis do not 

allow for acquiring data that’s present on these devices. This includes recovering the deleted data 

which might be useful in gathering evidences related to a criminal activity. Acquiring data from 

the flash devices is only possible by looking at the chip using a microscope and reading the chip 

at the lowest level like wear levelling and other physical properties of each silicon transistor. 
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Figure 1: Flash chip on a USB Drive (Woodford, 2017) 

Flash memory exists in two different flavors, NOR flash and NAND flash. 

Manufacturing a NOR flash is expensive than manufacturing a NAND flash. NOR flash memory 

can read byte by byte data in a constant time which enables faster data access. NAND flash 

memory is comprised of blocks. In a NAND flash, data is stored in regions that is scaled down 

from a static predefined number of pages called blocks. A typical page size of a NAND flash is 

512 bytes. Writing data into the NAND flash is achieved by a WRITE cycle that is injecting 

necessary data into a buffer one byte at a time (Sansurooah, 2009). 

 NAND flash devices offer large storage space and low read speed when compared to 

NOR flash devices. Thus, NOR flash is used primarily to hold and execute firmware. The parts 

of memory that are not used by firmware, cannot be used to store user information or other data 

storage. Therefore, most of the mobile storage units like USB, SD card etc. use NAND flash to 

store huge data in a compact storing medium (Breeuwsma, Jongh, Klaver, Knijff, & Roeloffs, 

2007).  
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Digital forensics deals with the preservation, identification, extraction, documentation, 

and interpretation of computer data (Kruse & Heiser, 2001). Acquiring, authenticating and 

analyzing of data is the key functions involved in digital forensics. Data is acquired in a bit by bit 

copy of the hard drive and ensuring the copy of the acquired data with the help of checksums is 

called authentication. Analysis of the acquired data is the most important part in digital forensics 

as they provide the evidence related to the crimes (Bui, Enyeart, & Luong, 2003). 

 

Figure 2: Digital forensics model (Satti & Jafari, 2015) 
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Table 1: Comparison of NOR vs NAND flash 

 NAND flash NOR flash 

Advantages • Fast Write 

• Fast Erase 

• Random access 

• Byte by byte writing 

Disadvantages • Slow random access 

• Byte writing not possible 

• Slow writes  

• Slow erase 

Applications • Disk applications 

• Large sequential data applications 

• Replacement of EPROM 

• Direct execution from 

memory 

 

In an event of a crime, deleted data can become an important source of an evidence. One 

of the key roles for any forensic examiner is to look for any remnants of deleted data and 

investigate if the data is related to the crime. Most of the computer crimes involve deleting 

important files which a suspect uses for committing crimes. Optical storage medium easily 

allows for easy recovery of the deleted data when it undergoes a forensic investigation using 

traditional forensic techniques. (Bui, Enyeart, & Luong, 2003).  

Deleting data on a flash memory device causes the data to be completely lost forever and 

cannot be recoverable. This poses a serious issue to forensic investigators to acquire remnant or 

deleted data from a flash memory device. With advances in technology and improved data 

storage techniques, criminals are finding a smarter way to commit crimes. Recent forensic 

statistics shows that has been a huge increase in the use of flash-based memory devices in the 

event of a crime (Gubanov & Afonin, Why SSD Drives Destroy Court Evidence, 2012). 
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Solid state drives, SD cards and USB thumb drive are three different types of storage 

devices that implements flash memory storage. USB thumb drives and SD cards are typically 

smaller in size and has low storage capacity when compared to solid state drives. Solid state 

drives or SSD are typically used as an internal storage drive for a computing system. Where as 

USB thumb drives and SD cards are used as a plug and play external storage device and are the 

smallest portable storage devices.  

Deleting data on a traditional optical storage device, the data is not actually deleted but it 

is marked unimportant. New data is overwritten on the existing unimportant data in a traditional 

optical drive. In the case of solid - state drive, the cell has to be cleared in order to write new data 

on it. This implies that solid state drives are prone to permanent loss deleted data which is 

unrecoverable for the forensic investigators.  

Problem statement 

 Flash memory devices has introduced new ways of data storage when compared to 

traditional optical drives. And with the advancement of flash memory devices, storage space and 

efficiency has drastically improved thus opening a huge opportunity for flash memory devices to 

find its place in military and consumer usage. With the increase in the usage of flash memory 

devices, there is also equal increase in the number of computer crimes in which deleted data acts 

as a key evidence. Digital forensics plays a key role in helping finding evidences that is related to 

computer crimes (Gibson & Cohen, 2014). Traditional forensic techniques help in easy recovery 

of deleted data from a traditional optical drive than a solid-state drive. This is one of the major 

issues that is faced by the forensic investigators to find deleted data from the flash memory 

devices. This paper aims at investigating the key reasons that make forensics hard to recover 
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deleted files on flash memory devices. This paper also investigates how different types of flash-

based storage device responds to forensic analysis. 

Objective of the Study 

The main objective of this study is to investigate the key factors that make flash memory 

devices useless for finding deleted evidence during a forensic investigation. This study will also 

compare the results obtained from various flash memory devices upon forensic investigation. 

This research also aims in bringing recommendations that can bring consistent forensic results on 

each flash-based device. 

Study Questions 

The study questions for this research revolves around the forensic investigations on 

various flash memory devices. What are the various types of flash memory devices? How each 

device responds to forensic investigation upon recovering deleted data? What are the key factors 

that are responsible for it? What can be done to obtain consistent forensic results from each 

device? 

Limitations of Study 

This research study does not attempt to change the currently existing methods for 

forensic investigation to extract information from flash memory devices. It only explores the 

reasons behind why deleted data is unrecoverable in flash memory devices and how each flash 

memory device responds upon extraction of deleted data.  
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Table 2:  Definition of Terms 

Digital forensics Digital forensics or computer forensic science is a branch of 

forensic science that encompasses with the process of 

uncovering and interpreting digital data. The main goal of this 

process is to preserve any evidence in its best original form 

while performing the investigation in a structural manner by 

collecting, identifying and validating the digital data that is used 

for the reconstruction of the past events (Techopedia, n.d.) 

Flash memory 

 

Flash memory is a type of non-volatile memory that can erase 

data in units called blocks. The block on a flash memory chip 

must be erased before any data is rewritten or programmed into 

the chip. The data retention of flash memory is extended over a 

period time whether the device equipped with flash memory is 

powered on or off (Rouse, The NAND flash, 2015). 

Solid state drive Solid state drive is a type of non-volatile storage device which 

stores persistent data using solid-state flash memory. These 

drives are not like traditional hard drives because they do not 

have any moving parts within them. This drive consists of an 

array of semiconductor memory that is organized as a disk drive 

with the use of integrated circuits. A solid-state drive can also be 

referred to as solid state disk (Rouse & Kranz, SSD, 2016). 
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Summary 

 Flash memory devices are the most efficient and can be easily integrated on circuits for 

data storage. They occupy less space and offer huge storage capacities thus increasing the use of 

flash memory on portable devices. With the increasing computer crimes, deleted data plays a 

major role in finding evidences related to a crime. Digital forensics helps in finding deleted data 

to be used as an evidence for a criminal incident. However, with the case of flash memory 

devices, forensic investigators are having a tough time finding deleted data from them. Deleted 

data can be acquired by looking at each flash chip at a microscopic level and reading the wear 

leveling of the silicon chip. Sometimes it is almost impossible to recover deleted evidences from 

the flash memory devices.  

  Thus, this research paper aims at studying the key factors that makes flash memory 

devices useless for finding deleted evidence during a forensic investigation and provide related 

suggestions and provide results obtained from various flash memory devices upon forensic 

investigation. In next chapter, will discuss the problem in detail and the physics and operation of 

flash memory devices.   
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Chapter II: Background and Literature Review 

Introduction 

 To explore the reasons behind limitations that’s faced by the forensic investigators to find 

deleted data in flash devices, we must understand the characteristic features underlying the flash 

storage, the physics of the flash memory and logical characteristics related to storage of data in 

flash devices. This chapter discusses gives deep insight into the flash memory device and also 

dives into some of the previous works that is identical to this research problem. 

Background 

History of Flash Memory 

 Flash storage started as an alternative to storing memory without the application of power 

to it. NOR flash was first introduced in 1981 by Fujio Masuoka when he patented a NOR flash 

chip that can hold memory electrically. The first working chip of a NOR flash was developed in 

1984. Before the existence of NOR flash, the software that runs the computing resource has to be 

loaded from the magnetic storage into RAM before it is being executed. This is because RAM 

did not have the capability to hold data when the power is disconnected. NOR flash overcame 

this problem of holding the memory even when the power is disconnected. The NOR flash 

memory made its way into the applications like BIOS and firmware technologies due to its faster 

read speed and avoided software to be loaded into RAM. 

Before the existence of the NAND flash, data like files and software used to be stored on 

disks that were huge in size and had less storage space. In the year 1990, the NAND flash 

devices went into the market trying to replace the traditional hard disks (Fulford, 2002). The 
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NAND flash memory overcame the limitations that was present in hard disk storage by 

introducing huge storage capacities on a compact chip. 

 NAND flash had many advantages over EPROM like the small size, low power consumption, 

and high storage density. Therefore, NAND flash was considered the best choice for non-volatile 

memory. With the rise in demand for mobile devices, there was an equal demand for the flash 

memory. The earliest commercial applications of flash memory date back to mid-1990s in which 

introduced CompactFlash, SmartMedia and multimedia cards developed by Sandisk. By 2000 the 

flash memory was commercially available as a plug and play media or a removable format portable 

device. Since 2001 various companies started producing USB flash drives which were an easy to use 

memory device. From the late 1990s to 2003 the NAND flash market accelerated by a 50% with the 

flash prices dropping by 30-40% (Burr, et al., 2008).   

Physics of Flash Memory 

 Flash memory is EEPROM (Electronically Erased Programmable Read Only Memory) 

type of memory. This memory exists in two states, erased and not – erased. Flash has the 

potential to retain data even without the presence of power supply which makes it a non-volatile 

memory storage medium. Floating gate transistors are the key components that are used to build 

flash memory. This transistor is surrounded completely by an insulating material and is governed 

with the help of control gate. High energy electrons are injected through the isolating material 

and the electric isolating property of gate of the transistor traps the electron into the transistor. A 

trapped electron gives a negative charge to the transistor which is indicated with the logical 0 and 

the absence of the electron gives positive charge which is indicated as a logical 1. While 

performing write operations the transistor is programmed from a one to a zero (Regan, 2009).  
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NOR Flash vs NAND Flash  

 There are two types of flash cells that are currently available. NAND flash and NOR 

flash. Each of them differs in the ways of connection of arrays and addressing for the purpose of 

rad and write operations. In NOR flash the cells are connected in parallel and in NAND device, 

the cells are connected in series. The parallel connection in NOR flash allows for each cell to be 

individually read or programmed resembling a NOR gate type of connection. NOR flash allows 

for byte by byte read in constant time. The NAND flash has the cells connected in series which 

prevents individual cells to be read or programmed. Therefore, a total interconnected series of 

cells may or may not be programmed in NAND flash at a point of time. A bus is used to access 

0each cell in a NAND flash memory whereas, in a NOR flash, a bus is used for addressing the 

memory cell for reading and write operations (Bez, Camerlenghi, Modelli, & Visconti, 2003). 

 NAND flash memory devices are more economical than the NOR flash devices. This is due 

to the lack of cell level accessibility present in the NAND flash device. This allows for increased 

density that helps in increasing the economic factors for NAND devices. NAND devices were 

considered to be the replacement for hard storage disks while NOR devices were considered to be the 

economic replacement for ROM. The main advantage of the NAND device is that it has faster erase 

time when compared to NOR flash.  Due to the szxerial connection of cells in NAND flash, there is a 

multiplexed input/output bus that carries both address and data on the same. Typical buses will have 

8 bit or 16-bit width which is small to carry address and data in the same cycle. Therefore, the access 

of data is done after the first three to five cycles of address. The same input/output bus is used to 

transfer data after the address is loaded (Breeuwsma, Jongh, Klaver, Knijff, & Roeloffs, 2007). 
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Table 3: Key differences in NAND and NOR flash (R, J, & R, 2015) 

 NAND NOR 

Arrangement of the memory 

cell 

Series arrangement of cells Parallel arrangement of cells 

Capacity Mass data storage Small code storage 

Non-volatile Yes, Yes 

Interface I/O Full memory 

Data access Random Serial 

Access methods Sequential Byte level 

Page mode access Yes No 

Characteristics 

Fast read, 

Fast Write 

Fast erase 

Fast read 

Slow Write 

Slow erase 

Price Low High 

Life span 105 – 106 104 – 105 

Write Cycles 106 106 

 

Working of NAND Flash 

 Flash memories are made out of floating gate transistors in arrays. These transistors are 

like MOSFETs with two gates instead of one gate. The transistor consists of n-p-n sandwich with 

a control gate and a floating gate separated across a semiconductor oxide layer which is fully 

isolated and does not allows for the flow of current across both the gates.  
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Figure 3: Flash memory transistor (Woodford, 2017) 

Figure 3 shows the basic flash memory transistor in an off state that has three terminals 

namely word line also known as a drain, ground also known as source and bit line. Word line is 

connected to the control gate which allows for the holding of charges at the floating gate. In this 

state, there is no electrons present at the floating gate. 

 While performing the write operation, a positive voltage is applied at the word line and 

bit line. This makes the electrons to be pulled from the source to drain. Some of the high energy 

electrons try to pass through the oxide layer and is held at the floating gate.  

Figure 2 shows the electrons present at the floating gate. The presence of electrons at the 

floating gate makes the transistor store a logical 1. Even when the positive voltages are removed 

at the bit line and worldline, electrons will stay indefinitely at the floating gate. In order to erase 

the data stored the electrons should be flushed out at the floating gate. To flush the electrons, a 

negative voltage is applied at the word line which repels the electrons out of the floating gate 

thus clearing the transistor data to store a zero again (Woodford, 2017).  
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Figure 4: Flash transistor holding electrons (Woodford, 2017) 

 The above working model is so called a SLC (Single level cell) flash since it can store 

single bit 0 or 1per cell. If the flash has the capability to store multiple bits in a single cell, then 

is called MLC (Multi level cell). Flash devices having the capability to store 3 bits in a single 

cell then the flash is referred to as TLC (Triple level cell). Each type of flash cells has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. But TCLs are the only flash cells that are cheapest to manufacture 

among the other types of flash cells. This makes TLC to have its applications consumer storage 

devices. TLCs are mostly found in SSD which is otherwise called solid state drives, which is a 

hard drive with flash memory units instead of a memory disk (Audrey, 2015). 
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Figure 5: Comparison of NAND flash memory (Rouse, TLC flash (triple-level cell flash), n.d.) 

Flash Endurance and Limitations  

 The number of write erase cycles on flash is limited and ranges. The number of write 

erase cycles of a typical flash ranges from 10^4 to 10^6 times. This limitation of the flash is 

known as endurance (Regan, 2009). On a typical flash memory, write erase cycle cause flash 

memory to wear out, which decreases the lifetime of the flash. The wear mechanism happens 

because the tunnel oxide layer present at the floating gate degrades upon each write erase cycle 

(Poole, n.d.). Typically, SLC flash has greater write endurance when compared to MLC or TLC 

flash. When compared with NAND flash, the NOR flash has a higher endurance (Gal & Toledo, 

2005).  
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 To overcome this limitation and to increase the lifetime of flash devices, manufacturers 

have come up with a technique called wear levelling scheme which makes the wear even across 

all the flash cells. This technique will not improve the lifetime of a single flash cell rather it tries 

to write across all the cells thus achieving even wear across all the cells in a flash memory and 

improving the lifetime of the entire flash memory. Once a cell is no longer useful to be written 

data, the flash cell is permanently marked as a bad cell. According to (Breeuwsma, Jongh, Klaver, 

Knijff, & Roeloffs, 2007), 2% of the NAND flash memory devices that are shipped will already 

contain some bad cells in it.  

NAND system architecture 

 NAND flash chips are comprised of banks, pages and blocks. Erase operations on a 

NAND flash is performed at the block level which is comprised of fixed number of pages. Read 

and write operations on a NAND flash are performed at the page level.  Whenever a data is 

written into page, the data is termed “live” until the page is erased and written with new data. 

Each page can write data only once. Over writing of data is not possible on pages. Erased data is 

considered as “dead”. Storage of live data makes the page valid and the pages are called “valid 

pages”. Dead data in a page marks the page as invalid. When the count of free pages falls below 

a minimum amount, the invalid pages undergoes a erase cycle to create more free pages (Huang, 

Chang, Kuo, Hsieh, & Lin, 2008).  
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Figure 6: Data storage flow in flash media (Deng & Zhou, 2011) 

Flash Transition Layer 

 Flash transition layer or FTL is a driver that was introduced to act as a interface between 

the systems and the flash device. This introduces protocols that enables the interaction between 

NAND flash and the other computing resource like operating systems, file systems and 

embedded applications. FTL driver imitates the flash device as a block and provides functions 

like address translation and garbage collection to the operating system. MTD or memory 

technology device is a driver that is responsible for providing functions like read, write and erase 
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over the flash storage. The combination of MTD and FTL gave rise to two different types of 

flash devices.  

 

Figure 7: Different types of MTD architecture (Huang, Chang, Kuo, Hsieh, & Lin, 2008) 

 Flash devices like USB integrates both MTD and FTL as a single package as shown in 

Figure 7 (a). Figure 7(b) refers to the second type of architecture in which the MTD is not 

included with the flash memory device.  
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Applications of Flash memory 

 USB drives: USB drives were introduced in 2002 to offer high capacity storage with fast 

transfer rates in a small package with the advantages of flexibility and mobility. They are also 

built with hardware encryption and built in password protection tools to make them even more 

secure. When compare to floppy drives or disk drives, USB drives offer high storage capacity 

and a fast data transfer rate with the help of a USB interface (Kay, 2010).  

Memory cards:  Introduced in 1994, these devices come with the size of postal stamp 

size, with higher capacity storage and fast transfer speeds. These devices are available as miniSD 

and microSD cards and they find their applications in providing storage for mobile devices, 

cameras, PDAs etc. (Kay, 2010) 

Solid State drives: Solid state drives are the newest form fo flash devices that are used for 

the replacement of the hard drive storage on a computer. These drives have no moving parts and 

are quieter and smaller when compared to the traditional hard drives that are used on computers. 

They offer a huge storage capacity and comes at a lower price (Kay, 2010). 
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Figure 8 : Electrical interface of NAND flash chip (Breeuwsma, Jongh, Klaver, Knijff, & 

Roeloffs, 2007) 

Literature Review 

 Several methods to identify or recover data from flash devices are categorized as works 

to acquire data from logical and physical images. Most of these works discuss the attempts made 

to acquire data by recognizing the peculiarities of the flash memory. These peculiarities include 

wear leveling and the way levelling impacts data retention in the flash devices.  

Image acquisition 

  In the paper “An overall assessment of the mobile internal acquisition tool”, the author uses 

MIAT (Mobile Internal acquisition tool) as a tool to extract the data stored on Symbian and Windows 

based smart phones using the internal memory slot. This paper describes the logical acquisition of 

data by using the operating system of the mobile device. Here the author tries to achieve a method of 

data acquisition with minimum changes to data that is independent of the many cable interfaces that 
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is used by the smart phone manufactures. This tool also effectively allows for parallel acquisition 

using open source tools. This tool copies the root files and directories at a point of time and creates a 

hash value for each file copied. This tool acquires the logical system files, database entries but this 

tool lacks the property to acquire deleted data from the memory. The drawbacks of this tool is it does 

not recover deleted data, and complete data integrity is not guaranteed (Me & Distefano, 2008).  

 In the paper “Analysis of USB flash devices in a Virtual environment,” the authors 

discuss the various advantages and the repercussions of using a virtual machine for the analysis 

of contents on a USB flash device that is obtained for a forensic investigation. The paper does 

not discuss the properties of the flash file system, erase functionalities and the wear levelling of 

the flash devices. This paper describes the logical image acquisition of the flash drive using the 

FTK imager software through a dd function and then the paper proposes a situation in which a 

forensic investigator would mount the image file and search for the evidences without 

considering the integrity of the dd file. This paper describes the methodology to acquire data that 

is like acquiring an image from the disk drive (Bem & Huebner, 2007). 

Remnant Data  

 In the paper “Integrated approach to recovering deleted files from NAND devices.” A 

methodology is proposed by authors to recover deleted data from the NAND devices using metadata 

of the recovered file.  This paper does not focus on obtaining the physical image, but does a FAT 

rebuilding process which builds a version table containing all the available versions of the sectors. 

This paper discusses the process of recovering files by analyzing the File allocation table. This helps 

in developing the construction of corrupted files by using the different versions of the same sectors 

and filling the missing sectors using null place holders thus enabling the corrupted files to load. The 

authors also make the use of Volume Boot Record which helps in the rebuilding process of the FAT 
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versions. Fragmentation of the flash memory is also discussed by the authors in this paper. Files on 

flash will become fragmented, and the File allocation table is left unfragmented and there is logical 

level recovery that is performed. This methodology proposes rebuilding of the files but it is not flash 

specific (Luck & Stokes, 2008).  

 Remnant data is the data that can be recovered from a storage media when new 

information is written over old data. Extracting remnant data from the cells that have been erased 

was introduced by Sergei Skorobogatov in the paper, “Data remanence in flash memory 

devices”.  The remnant data is often associated in disk type storage or magnetic storage. This 

data is different from residual data which is the data that is left unintentionally in the computer 

system. In this paper, the author provides example target devices like smart cards or 

microcontrollers. Here the author does not target the NOR flash that is used for the booting the 

hardware. If the chip is password protected, the operating system of the chip destroys the data 

that is present on the chip before the new data is written on it. So, this will destroy the passwords 

and that the new code does not gain access to the passwords that is present on the chip. The 

author also talks about one of the features of the flash chip, which reduces the lifetime of the 

flash memory. This happens due to the electrons in the cell that is gradually accumulated in the 

writing process and cannot be released while erasing (Skorobogatov, 2005).  

 In the paper “A study of Information Privacy and Data Sanitization Problems”, the author 

discusses the privacy breach when the data present in the storage media is not sanitized upon the 

disposal of the device. This paper is based on the Department of Defense standard for sanitizing 

the flash EPROM. In this paper, the author also provides a brief overview of the sanitization 

tools and techniques along with the standards. Most of the paper tries to focus on hard drives, the 

author also describes an overview of flash drives and flash devices. A tool that is readily 
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available for sanitization is discussed. The author makes suggestions to erase the entire chip and 

write the entire chip with random characters which is a DoD standard sanitization (Roubos, et al., 

2007).  

 Data recovery from USB flash devices is discussed in the paper “Recovering data from USB 

flash memory sticks that are damaged or electronically erased”. The authors of the paper discuss a 

series of experiments that first tries to physically destroy or damage the flash stick and then try to 

recover the data that is previously stored on the device. In these two methods are described to recover 

the data. One method is to connect the device to a computer and the other method is connecting the 

flash memory chip with a microcontroller (J., D., & R., 2008).  

 This experiment is performed by first saving text file and audio files in a number of flash 

devices. Then the flash devices are subjected to application of high voltage at the lies of the USB 

stick using a car battery, inducing corrosion in the flash memory by soaking the device in water, 

creating a short circuit to the flash devices, destroying the flash drive using petrol, stomping the 

device, striking with a hammer, shooting the device with a pistol, and cooking the device inside a 

microwave oven. The authors were able to successfully recover the files form several devices that is 

subjected to high voltage, stomped, and soaked in water. Data recovery was not possible from other 

devices. This paper successfully demonstrated the experiment of recovering data but did not measure 

the amount of damage that was necessary to make the device unusable (J., D., & R., 2008). 

Cannot delete 

The currently available flash memory devices limit the number of write operations that is 

performed on the device. After certain write operations, the flash storage sectors wear off which 

and become permanently unusable. Wear levelling techniques are employed to overcome this 

issue. This technique allows to write into a different block of data instead of reusing or 
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modifying the used data blocks. This mechanism helps in scattering the data all over the memory 

chip. This improves the life span of the flash memory chips. Present flash device manufactures 

design the chips to hold 25% more data than the actual capacity of the flash chip. This additional 

capacity is not addressable nor can be accessed by the operating system or any other hardware 

devices. The contents in the additional storage cannot be wiped out by traditional means. This 

does not ensure the cleaning of data securely. 

To resolve this issue, the implementation of ATA ANSI specification enabled a secure 

destruction of data being held in flash chips. This ensures the entire contents of the chip is wiped 

out at the hardware level using a secure erase SE command. Software tools with secure wipe 

option will try to over write the existing data with random data which is cryptographically 

secure. These types of tools are restricted to access the full storage capacity of the solid state 

device. (Brant, 2018) 

Summary 

 Flash devices are manufactured in two different flavors. NAND flash and NOR flash. 

Each type of the flash device has its own limitations and applications. NOR flash memory had its 

applications into firmware and other operating system related software due to its fast-read speed 

when compared to the NAND flash. Commercially NAND flash storage is the most popular 

option for storing huge amounts of data on a very tiny chip. And with the advancement of the 

technology, these devices had a huge growth in usage due to its improved efficiency and 

ruggedness. The architecture of NAND flash allows for data to be lost for ever and make them 

unrecoverable. This created a huge issue to forensic investigators to extract deleted evidences 

from NAND flash devices. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 

Introduction 

 Finding deleted evidence in flash memory devices has become a serious challenge to the 

forensic investigators. The goal of this paper is to explore the reasons behind the challenges 

faced by forensics to extract deleted evidence in the flash memory devices.  To achieve this goal, 

an experiment is performed on different types of flash memory devices. This involves 

performing forensic analysis on each of the different types of devices. This chapter discusses 

about the methods and the steps that are taken to perform this experiment. In addition, this 

chapter also discusses about the hardware and software requirements, tools that are essential for 

the experiment and the data collection model that will be best suited for achieving insightful 

results. Before the methodology is discussed, lets dive into how this study is designed and 

implemented. 

Design of study 

 The main objective if this study is to perform forensic analysis on different types of flash 

devices that are commercially available and to compare and study the results obtained from each 

of these devices. Initially some of the flash memory devices that are commercially available are 

identified that will be best suited for this experiment. One device from each type of flash 

memory will be used and supporting file systems will be investigated. A set of files and folders 

will be created for the sake of this experiment and will be used only to perform the study. The 

next step will be loading the created files into each of the flash memory device and an image of 

the device is created using a forensic imager tool and each device will be subjected to forensic 

analysis. Once the image is created and extracted, some of the essential files will be deleted on 
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each of the device. Each of the devices will be imaged and subjected to forensic analysis after 

performing the deletion of the data. Comparing each of these analysis before and after deletion 

will bring insightful information and understand the key factors that brings the challenges faced 

by the forensic investigators.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Identification of devices 

Creation of set of files 

Load created files into each of the devices 

Generate image of the devices (Img 1) Delete essential files in devices. 

 

 

 

Generate image of the devices (Img 2) 

Compare Image 1 and 2 and analyze the results 

Figure 9: Design flow of the experiment 
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Data Collection Model 

 The study focuses on analyzing the forensic results obtained from different types of flash 

memory devices. The three types of flash devices that are commercially available are USB 

thumb drive, SD memory card and a solid-state hard drive. Each of these device specifications 

like storage capacity and supported file system are presented in table 4. 

Table 4: Flash memory devices used for the experiment 

Type USB flash Drive SD card Solid State Drive 

Model / Make 

SanDisk Cruzer 

Blade 

Kingston Canvas Transcend 

Capacity 8 GB 16 GB 32 GB 

Read Speed 15 MB/s 80 MB/s 560 MB/s 

Write Speed 10 MB/s 10 MB/s 460 MB/s 

Connector USB Type-A Push connector SATA 3 

File Systems 

Supported 

NTFS, FAT, FAT32, 

exFAT. 

FAT 16, FAT 32 

NTFS, FAT32, 

exFAT 
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Figure 10 : Sandisk USB flash drive – 8 GB  
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Figure 11: Kingston SD card - 16 GB 
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Figure 12: Transcend SSD - 32 GB 

Before performing this experiment, the devices are inspected to check if there is any data 

is present in them. Any unwanted or existing data will be backed up and wiped out from the 

devices. A set of dummy files and folders will be created and copied on each of the device. Each 

of the device will have the exact same copy of the dummy files that are created. After copying 

the data in the devices, an image of each of the device is extracted. The image files will be saved 

as IMG_101.iso, IMG_102.iso and IMG_103.iso obtained from USB, SD card and solid-state 

drive respectively. Some of the created files will be deleted on each of the device. Same copy of 

data is ensured on each of the devices. Once again, an image is extracted from each of the device 
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and saved as IMG_201.iso, IMG_202.iso and IMG_203.iso. This process is repeated after 

formatting each of the drives. The image extracted from each device after formatting will be 

saved as IMG_301.iso, IMG_302.iso and IMG_303.iso. All the images will be analyzed using a 

forensic analyzer tool and compared to the initial image of each of the device. This will be useful 

in gathering and analyzing the forensic response from each of the devices and that can draw 

conclusions to why forensics cannot reveal any deleted data from flash memory devices 

Tools and Techniques 

 Digital forensic analysis plays a major role in gathering and analyzing evidences in an 

event of a computer crime. This study tries to expose the reasons behind the limitation faced by 

the forensic analysis to extract evidences from flash memory devices. To perform this study, an 

experiment is conducted based on forensic analysis of different types of flash devices.  FTK 

toolkit is used as a forensic investigation software for this experiment. FTK toolkit is a forensic 

software that is created by access data. This software performs image creation and looks for 

detailed information in the drive, it first obtains the image of the drive and then analyzes them 

for the required files that are useful for finding the evidences. This imaging program is a 

standalone application that is called as FTK imager which is a simple tool for creating the image 

of the storage media. FTK imager can extract image from a logical drive, physical drive and can 

also perform folder level analysis. This software creates the image that can be used by the 

forensic tool kit software to perform byte by byte analysis and gather any evidences if present on 

the storage media. 
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Hardware and Software Requirements 

 FTK is the primary software that is used to perform this research. The other details 

regarding the software and the hardware requirements are clearly presented in the table 5. They 

are used to test the effects of deleted data on the flash memory devices.   

Table 5: Hardware and software requirements 

Hardware requirements:  

1. Laptop – HP envy m6 laptop with core i5 6200u processor.  

2. USB – Sandisk cruzer blade 16GB with USB interface 

3. SSD – Lexar 512GB hard drive with USB interface  

4. SD card – SanDisk ultra 16GB 

Software requirements:  

1. Operating system – Windows 10 running on HP envy laptop 

2. FTK toolkit compactible on windows machine 

3. FTK imager compactible on windows machine 

 

Computer forensic experts only try to retrieve information that exists on the device when it is 

powered down. This information is related to as “persistent data”. In-depth inspection of 

computer memory storage can reveal any important information that can be presented as a proof 

of evidence in a court of law. But with the usage of flash devices, retrieving in depth information 

has become one of the major challenges for the forensic investigators. To study the cause for this 

problem, an forensic experiment is conducted on flash memory devices, and necessary 
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conclusions are drawn from its results. This chapter digs deep into how the data is collected from 

the experiment and analyzed to gain insights from them.  

Summary  

To investigate the key factors that prevents deleted data to be extracted as s evidence in 

an event of a crime, a forensic experiment is conducted to test the effects of deleted data on flash 

storage. The devices for the experiment are identified and dummy data that resembles a criminal 

case used to perform this experiment.  The case data is loaded on to each of the device and 

forensic analysis is performed on them. FTK tool kit is one of the primary software that is used 

in the experiment. FTK imager is the software that is used to extract images from the devices 

before it is used for analysis. Image extraction is performed prior and after deletion of data on 

each of the devices. The extracted images are compared and analyzed for extracting insights 

them. 
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Chapter IV: Data presentation and Analysis 

Introduction 

 Computer forensic experts only try to retrieve information that exists on the device when 

it is powered down. This information is related to as “persistent data”. In-depth inspection of 

computer memory storage can reveal any important information that can be presented as a proof 

of evidence in a court of law. But with the usage of flash devices, retrieving in depth information 

has become one of the major challenges for the forensic investigators. To study the cause for this 

problem, an forensic experiment is conducted on flash memory devices, and necessary 

conclusions are drawn from its results. This chapter explores into how the data is collected from 

the experiment and analyzed to gain insights from them.  

Data presentation 

 For the purpose of this experiment, some data is created that consists of different types of 

files. These files include images, pdf, word documents, etc. that holds some dummy data which 

resembles like a case. Some of these files are marked hidden to see if it is revealed in any of the 

devices when it is undergone a forensic investigation. 

Creation of a case file 

 The dummy data is created in a folder called Case Data and it is made to resemble a 

simple case. The contents of the folder include emails, passwords, password protected files, few 

images and some pdf files. The primary files that are related to the case are ‘emails’ folder, 

‘passwords’ folder and ‘password protected’ folder. These folders are named explicitly to reveal 

what type of data it holds for easy identification of evidences instead of concealing them with 
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abstract names. The other files present in the case file are not useful for the case and remains as a 

dummy data for the experiment. 

 

Figure 13: Contents of Case Folder 

 The case folder consists of three folders that is directly related to the case and other files 

which acts as a dummy data that is not related to the case. The other files consist of one excel 

file, two pdf files, two jpeg image files, a word document and a python script. These are just 

randomly created files with no resemblance to the case. The three folders inside the case file are 

directly related to the case and are named according to the type of files they hold inside them. 

For example, Emails folder contains emails text files, Password protected folder contains files 

that are protected using a password and passwords folder consists of files that hold the passwords 
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for the password protected files. The contents of each folder are briefly discussed in further part 

of this section. 

 

Figure 14: Contents of Emails folder 

 The emails folder consists a set of text files which resembles emails that a person has 

been exchanging. This folder contains 12 text files that are hidden, and these files are named 

email 1 to email 12. All the emails represent a conversation that a prime suspect had with a 

person outside who helped the suspect commit a crime. All these text files are marked as hidden 
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for the purposes of simulating an actual case. The emails are named in sequence according to the 

chronological order of the conversation for easy interpretation during the experiment. 

 

Figure 15: Contents of Password protected folder 

 Password protected folder consists of two files which are protected using a password. The 

folder contains two files namely A@ddmin.docx and lonecustome@r.xlsx. The A@ddmin.docx 

is a word document that holds additional credential information relating to administrator bank 

account. The lonecustome@r.xlsx is a excel file that holds the information related to costumers 

in s bank. The passwords are concealed inside different files that are placed in password folder 

and can be tricky to be revealed. 
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Figure 16: Contents of Passwords folder 

 The passwords folder holds the files which contains the passwords for the password 

protected files. The folder contains three files namely Admin.txt, Md5.pdf, Passwordh@sh.png. 

The Admin.txt is a text file which hold the password for A@ddmin.docx file. Md5 is a pdf file 

which gives clues where to look for the password for the lonecustome@r.xlsx file. The 

Passwordh@sh.png is a image file that conceals a hash that is used in the md5 clue which reveals 

a string for that acts as a password for the lonecustome@r.xlsx file. 
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Copying contents into flash devices 

 After creating a case file, the contents of the case file folder are copied directly into the 

three flash memory devices that is being used for the experiment. All the devices are made 

checked if there is any data present prior to copying the case data into them. The contents of each 

of the flash memory device are identical after copying.  

 

Figure 17: Copying contents of Case file into USB drive 
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Figure 18: Copying contents of Case file into SD card 
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Figure 19: Copying contents of Case file into SSD 

Once the case file contents are copied into all the flash devices, the flash memory devices are 

checked to see if they hold identical data in them. This is done by inspecting the folder structures 

in each of the device. 
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Creating Images part 1 – After copying contents into devices 

 FTK imager is used to acquire the image of the USB, SD card and the SSD. In the first 

part the images are acquired from the devices right after copying the contents into them. These 

images are named USB_IMG 01, SD_CARD_IMG 01, SSD_IMG 01 respectively. The 

acquiring of the images are illustrated using the images below. 

  

Figure 20: Selecting logical drive for all the devices 

 When imaging the flash memory devices, the logical drive is selected as the source for all 

the devices. This is the first step in acquiring the images from the devices. The first step is 

repeated for all the devices before extracting the image from them.  
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Figure 21: Select USB as source for image creation 
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Figure 22: Dialogue box for adding options to USB image 
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Figure 23: Dialogue box for selecting the type of image 
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Figure 24: Providing additional image information for USB 

 

Figure 25: Providing destination and image file name for USB image 
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Figure 26: Dialogue box before starting image creation for USB 
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Figure 27: Image creation process for USB 
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Figure 28: USB image creation completion 
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Figure 29: Images of USB drive part 1 
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Figure 30: Select SD card as source for image creation 
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Figure 31: Providing additional image information for SD card 
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Figure 32: Providing destination and image file name for SD card image 
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Figure 33: Dialogue box before starting image creation for SD card 
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Figure 34: Image creation process for SD card 

  

Figure 35: SD card image creation completion 
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Figure 36: Images of SD card part 1 
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Figure 37: Select SSD as source for image creation 
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Figure 38: Providing additional image information for SSD 

  

Figure 39: Providing destination and image file name for SSD image 
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Figure 40: Dialogue box before starting image creation for SSD 
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Figure 41: Image creation process for SSD 
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Figure 42: SSD image creation completion 
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Figure 43: Images of SSD part 1 

Creating Images part 2– After deleting certain contents from devices 

 Some of the files from the flash memory devices are deleted for part 2 of the experiment. 

The files that are deleted will be the critical files that are related to the case plus a few dummy 

files that are not related to the case is also deleted. Passwords folder which is directly related to 

the case is deleted on all three devices. This folder is one of the important piece for finding 

evidence in the case. The other files that are deleted are election.jpg, images.jpg, heartbleed-
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poc.py, forensic-analysis-usb-flash-drive_201.pdf. These files are not related to the case and are 

not useful for finding evidences relating to the case. All the devices are checked for same 

contents of file after deletion process. 

 

Figure 44: Files that are deleted on each device 
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Figure 45: Contents of USB drive after deleting 

 

Figure 46: Contents of SD card after deleting 
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Figure 47: Contents of SSD after deleting 

 After deleting the essential contents from all the devices, images are extracted from all 

the three devices. The image creation process is repeated. These images will be saved as IMG 

part 2 for each of the flash memory device.  
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Figure 48: Images of USB drive part 2 

 

Figure 49: Images of SD card part 2l 
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Figure 50: Images of SSD part 2 

 Figure 48, 49 and 50 shows the image files for USB, SD card and SSD respectively. The 

process of creating image is similar as in Figure 20 through Figure 43. The two images from 

each device will undergo analysis to reveal if deleted evidences and other concealed items can be 
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extracted from them. The next section describes in brief about the process of analysis of the 

image files.  

Data analysis 

 For the purpose of this experiment, a dummy case file is created, and the contents of the 

case file is copied into all the three devices. After copying the contents into the memory devices, 

an image of each device is extracted as IMG 01. After this process, some of the essential files 

related to the case are deleted on all the three devices and an image of each device is extracted as 

IMG 02. In this section IMG 01 and IMG 02 will be subjected to inspection to find if all the 

concealed and deleted items are recoverable using FTK toolkit.  

Analyzing USB_IMG 01 

 FTK toolkit software is used for the purpose of analyzing the images of the flash memory 

devices. The specific search will be done to find if all the hidden items and the concealed 

evidences are extracted from them. 
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Figure 51: FTK toolkit processing image file USB_IMG 01 

 

Figure 52: Reading contents of the image file 
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Once the image is processed, a search is performed to get the hits for emails, passwords 

and password protected files. Figure 53 shows the number of hits for the keywords. This search 

ensures that there is no loss of hidden items and concealed items in USB. 

 

Figure 53: Search for specific files in USB 

Analyzing USB_IMG 02 

 The same process is repeated to investigate the image of the USB that was created after 

deleting certain files on it. 

 

Figure 54: FTK toolkit processing image file USB_IMG 02 
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  After  processing the image file, the image is investigated for deleted items and searched 

for the specific keywords. From Figure 55 it is evident that all the files are recoverable from the 

USB after deletion. This is because the search results from USB_IMG 01 (Figure 53) matches 

the search results from the USB_IMG 02. Figure 56 reveals all the deleted content present in the 

USB drive,  

 

Figure 55: Search results from USB_IMG 02 
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Figure 56: Deleted items on USB 

Analyzing SD_CARD_IMG 01 

 In the next step, SD card image is investigated for concealed and hidden items. 

SD_CARD_IMG 01 is processed by the FTK toolkit. Once the image is processed, search 

function is performed to find the hits of specific items on the SD card.  

 Figure 57 shows the progress of processing the SD_CARD_IMG 01. Figure 58 shows the 

search results obtained from the SD _CARD_IMG 01. From the search results it is evident that 
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the hidden files and concealed items are present on the SD card. These results varies from the 

results obtained from USB_IMG 01. 

 

Figure 57: FTK toolkit processing image file SD_CARD_IMG 01 

 

 

Figure 58: Search results for SD_CARD_IMG 01 
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Analyzing SD_CARD_IMG 02 

 Image SD_CARD_IMG 02 consists the snapshot of the SD card after few essential 

contents are deleted from it. This image is analyzed using the FTK toolkit to investigate if any 

deleted items can be extracted from the SD card.  

 

Figure 59: FTK toolkit processing image file SD_CARD_IMG 02 

 

Figure 60: Search results from SD_CARD_IMG 02 
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Figure 61: Deleted items on SD card 

From Figure 60 it is evident that all the files are recoverable from the SD card after 

deletion process. This is because the search results from SD_CARD_IMG 01 (Figure 58) 

matches the search results from the USB_IMG 02. Figure 61 reveals all the deleted content 

present in the USB drive, However all the deleted items can be recovered from SD card, there is 

a variation in the results obltained from USB and SD card.  
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Analyzing SSD_IMG 01 

 In the next step, SSD image is investigated for concealed and hidden items. SSD_IMG 01 

is processed by the FTK toolkit. Once the image is processed, search function is performed to 

find the hits of specific items on the SSD.  

 

Figure 62: FTK toolkit processing image file SSD_IMG 01 

 Figure 62 shows the progress of processing the SD_CARD_IMG 01. Figure 63 shows the 

search results obtained from the SD _CARD_IMG 01. From the search results it is evident that 

the hidden files and concealed items are present on the SD card. These results vary from the 

results obtained from USB and SSD images. 
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Figure 63: Search results from SSD_IMG 01 

Analyzing SSD_IMG 02 

 Image SSD_IMG 02 consists the snapshot of the SSD after few essential contents are 

deleted from it. This image is analyzed using the FTK toolkit to investigate if any deleted items 

can be extracted from the SD card.  

 

Figure 64: FTK toolkit processing image file SSD_IMG 02 
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Figure 65: Search results from SSD_IMG 02 

 

Figure 66: Deleted items on SSD 
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 From Figures 65 and 66 it is evident that the deleted items are not present in the SSD. 

This proves that SSD doesn’t hold any deleted content which leads to loss of evidences from the 

SSD.  

Summary 

 This chapter discusses briefly about the steps taken to conduct the experiment and 

collecting the results and analysis of the results. Dummy set of data is created that resembles like 

a criminal case for the purpose of this experiment. The case is copied on each of the flash device. 

A snapshot image of each device is extracted using FTK imager before deletion and after 

deletion. These images are analyzed using FTK toolkit to see if the deleted items are recoverable 

from all the three devices. From the analysis it is evident that SSD did not reveal any essential 

information that is related to the case. The next chapter briefly describes the results obtained and 

analyzes the explores the behavior of each type of flash device when it is undergone forensic 

analysis. 
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Chapter V: Results, Conclusions and Recommendations 

Introduction 

 Digital forensics face a huge problem in retrieving deleted information from flash 

memory devices. To explore the reason for this problem, a experiment is conducted on different 

types of commercially available flash memory devices. In this experiment, the flash memory 

devices undergo a forensic investigation after creating and deleting data from them. From the 

experiment, it is evident that solid state drives do not reveal any deleted data when compared to 

USD and SD card. This chapter briefly explains the results obtained and the reasons behind the 

results obtained from them. 

Results 

The experiment is conducted in two parts. The first part involves creation of a file that 

resembles an actual case to be investigated using the forensic methods. After creation of these 

files, these files are copied on all the three flash memory devices. After copying the case files, a 

snapshot image of the drive is extracted as IMG 01 for all the devices. Figure 67 shows the 

structure of the case file that is created for the purpose of this experiment. 

The second part of the experiment involves deletion of few files from all the three 

devices that is directly related to the case. All the devices are expected to have identical files and 

folders in them after deletion. After deletion, a snapshot image of each device is obtained which 

is named as IMG 02. Figure 68 shows the structure of the case file after deleting certain 

evidences that is related to the case. 
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Figure 67: Structure of the created case file 

 

 

Figure 68: Structure of case file after deletion 

 After the creation of pre-deletion and post-deletion snapshot images of the drive, the 

images are analyzed using FTK toolkit. Keyword search is used to query the contents of the 

drives. These results are compared to find if all the evidences are obtained from all of the drives 

even after deleting the contents inside them.  
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Table 6: Number of files associated with each keyword search 

Number of files 

USB SD card SSD 

IMG 01 IMG 02 IMG 01 IMG 02 IMG 01 IMG 02 

Email 17 17 13 13 16 15 

Password 13 13 9 9 10 6 

Password protected 1 1 1 1 3 3 

 

Table 6 summarizes the search results obtained from each of the image files of all the 

three devices. IMG 01 is the image obtained before deleting contents from the device. IMG 02 is 

the image obtained after the contents are deleted from the device. The numbers indicate the 

number of files present that matches a keyword. From the table it is evident that deleted files are 

recovered in USB and SD card using forensic analysis. SSD does not reveal the deleted files with 

the standard forensic investigation tools.  

Table 7: Number of hits associated with each keyword search 

Number of hits 

USB SD card SSD 

IMG 01 IMG 02 IMG 01 IMG 02 IMG 01 IMG 02 

Email 287 287 27 37 102 77 

Password 232 232 21 23 24 15 

Password protected 2 2 2 2 6 36 

 

 Table 7 shows the number of hits associated with each keyword search. It is evident that 

the number of hits from IMG 01 is almost identical with the number of images from IMG 02 for 
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both SD card and USB drive. There is a huge difference in hits of IMG 01 and IMG 02 of SSD. 

This proves that SSD loses the data is lost and unrecoverable along with the files upon deletion 

of evidences.  

 The difference in the number of hits and number of files for all the three devices is 

caused due to the storage behavior of the flash devices. USB and SSD creates a set of additional 

files that has meta data and logs related to the content saved on the devices. These meta data is 

not accessible on a standard operating system directory list. In case of SD card, there is no meta 

data created by the device. Figure 69 and 70 shows the differences in the additional meta files 

created in SSD but not in SD card. 

 

 

Figure 69: Files results for keyword email in SSD 
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Figure 70: Files results for keyword email in SD card 

Conclusions 

 From the results above it is concluded that different types of flash memory device 

respond differently when subjected to forensic investigation. The reasons behind the difference 

in behavior is elaborated in brief in this section.  

 In the case of USB and SD cards, the deleted data is completely recoverable. This is 

because when data is deleted on a USB or SSD, the data is not actually deleted. It is marked as 

unimportant. This is because the process of deleting the data will take more time when it is 

completely wiped off. When the operating system needs more space, the blocks are overwritten 

with the new data. Overwriting a used block is a time taking process because the block has to be 

deleted first before new data is written in to the flash cell. Forensic tools try to explore into the 

devices unused spaces to find out if there is any data that is marked unimportant and retrieves 

them.  

 In the case of solid-state drives, the deleted data is not recoverable using the traditional 

forensic analysis methods. This is because the solid-state devices work differently when 
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compared to SD card and USB drives. Before any data is written in a SSD flash cell, the flash 

cell must be emptied. New SSD’s comes with empty cells. Therefore, writing data in them is 

faster with empty cells. But if the drive is full, overwriting new data is a time taking process for 

SSD’s. To overcome this issue, the TRIM command was introduced.  

The TRIM Command 

 Trim command speeds up the process of writing the data into used space on a SSD. The 

latest versions of operating systems, the TRIM command is by default enabled for SSD’s. The 

command automatically determines which data blocks is no longer usable and wipes them 

immediately upon further request from the operating system. TRIM is useful for the operating 

system to determine which blocks are unwanted and returns the addresses of the unwanted 

blocks back to the operating system. This provides the option of the garbage collection of SSD 

and skip the invalid blocks instead of rewriting the block itself. This functionality of the trim 

command provides higher performance during the write operation, by not waiting for the block 

to be deleted first before it is over written. When a delete command is issued, the data is 

completely and permanently wiped off from the solid-state device. This makes it almost 

impossible to recover any deleted files on an SSD.  

TRIM on external SSD 

 TRIM command is by default enabled for operating systems for internal SSD’s. The 

operating system cannot perform TRIM operation on external SSD by default. This is because 

the TRIM command is a SATA command and operating systems can only send TRIM command 

over SATA connected SSD. USB interface does not support TRIM to be executed on external 

SSD.  
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Few SATA USB adapters gives the opportunity to run TRIM command for externally 

connected SSD. When a SSD is connected externally using SATA – USB interface, the read and 

write speeds gradually increase when compared to USB connected external SSD. To perform 

TRIM on the externally SATA-USB connected SSD, command “Optimize-Volume -Retrim” is 

issued form windows PowerShell. Figure 71 shows the image of connecting an SSD using USB -

SATA connector.  

 

Figure 71: Externally connected SSD using SATA-USB device 

Figure 72 shows how trim operation can be performed using “Optimize Volume -

ReTrim” command. This command runs only through PowerShell with administrator privileges. 
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This command helps to perform optimization functions like defragmentation, trim, storage 

consolidation and storage tier processing. It helps creating more space on a hard drive.  

 

Figure 72: Performing trim operation on externally connected SSD 

Self-corrosion of SSD 

 SSD’s also destroy evidence through the process of self-corrosion. Garbage collection 

process will be running in the background in most of the SSD’s. This process collects addresses 

of unimportant blocks or sectors on a SSD. Garbage collection also destroys the data that is 

marked as deleted. Therefore, when a data is deleted, the background process automatically 

wipes off the data and which makes the data not recoverable in the future. This process cannot be 

prevented in any way. This behavior of SSD is known as self-corrosion. (Gubanov & Afonin, 

Why SSD Drives Destroy Court Evidence, and What Can Be Done, 2012). 
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Future Work 

 With the help of this experiment, it is proven different types of flash device respond 

differently when it is subjected to forensic investigation. SSD makes it harder for the forensic 

investigators to extract deleted data using traditional forensic investigation methods. Some of the 

possible cause for this problem is discussed in this paper. There is no solution proposed that can 

overcome this issue. Future research can be focused on theorizing possible solutions and testing 

them so that forensic investigators can easily recover deleted evidences from SSD. This helps in 

creating a chance for less crime rates and easily find a possible suspect in a criminal activity.  
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